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We are concerned with the local scaling limits near zero points of solutions of
general parabolic equations. We show that at each zero point of finite vanishing
order, the solution is asymptotic to a homogeneous polynomial solution of the
‘‘osculating’’ equation with constant coefficients. This provides useful information
about the local structure of zero sets of solutions. In particular, we give upper
bounds for Hausdorff dimensions of zero sets of weak solutions. Our analysis com-
bines a homothety scaling argument with the theory of nonautonomous dynamical
systems.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall study local solutions of parabolic equations of the
form
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|m
a:(x, t)
 |:|u
x:
(x, t)=0 (x, t) # 0, (1.1)
where 0 is an open set in RN_R.
Our main interest is to describe the local asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions by investigating the limiting behavior of the rescaled solution
u=(x, t) :=u(x0+=x, t0+=mt)
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as = a 0. Assuming in addition to parabolicity the local Ho lder continuity
on the leading coefficients a:( |:|=m) and appropriate integrability condi-
tions on the lower order coefficients a:( |:|<m), we shall prove the poly-
nomial asymptotics for u= (Theorem 3.1 and Remark 5.1); namely, as = a 0,
v either =&hu=  0 for any h0; that is, u vanishes at (x0 , t0) in
infinite order;
v or there is an integer h0 such that =&hu=  8, where 8(x, t) is a
nontrivial polynomial solution of the osculating equation
L08#
8
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(x0 , t0)
m8
x:
(x, t)=0 (x, t) # RN_R (1.2)
and has parabolic homogeneity of degree h: 8(*x, *mt)#*h8(x, t).
The convergence here is taken in the Sobolev norm of X=W m, 1p (Q1) for
generalized solutions, where Q1 :=[ |x|<1, |t|<1].
If all coefficients a:( |:|m) are locally Ho lder continuous, then (u is a
classical solution and) the convergence in the above can be taken in the
Cm+$, 1+$m(Q1) norm (Theorem 3.3 and Remark 5.3).
The case of continuous leading coefficients shows slightly more com-
plicated behavior and is covered by Theorem 3.2 (see also Remark 5.2). If
the leading coefficients are local continuous and the lower order coefficients
satisfy some integrability conditions, then for any generalized solution u we
have
v either =&hu=  0 for any h0;
v or the rescaled solution normalized in the X=W m, 1p (Q1) norm,
u= &u=&X , is relatively compact in X as = a 0 and all limits are parabolic
homogeneous polynomial solutions of the osculating equation (1.2).
Important applications of polynomial asymptotic results include
Hausdorff dimension estimates for zero sets of solutions. For a solution u
of (1.1), let Zh [u] be the set of all zero points in 0 with vanishing order
h. Notice that for weak (discontinuous) solutions, even to get meaning-
full definitions of vanishing order and zero set is already a nontrivial
matter. Such appropriate definitions will be introduced in Section 4 based
on our asymptotic results. Assuming the local continuity on the leading
coefficients and some integrability conditions on the lower order coef-
ficients, we shall prove in Theorem 4.3 that
v the parabolic Hausdorff dimension of Z1[u]"Z[u] is not larger
than N+m&1, that of Zm[u]"Z[u] is not larger than N+m&2, and
the Euclidean Hausdorff dimension of Z1[u] & (RN_[t])"Z[u] is not
larger than N&1 for any t.
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The polynomial asymptotic theorem was proved by Lipman Bers [2] for
classical solutions of general elliptic equations of arbitrary order with
Ho lder continuous coefficients. Caffarelli and Friedman [3] obtained the
first generalization to weak solutions of second order elliptic equations
with singular coefficients. Robbiano [16] and M. Hoffmann-Ostenhof and
T. Hoffmann-Ostenhof [14] also dealt with second order elliptic equations
under different coefficient conditions. More recently, we analyzed in [6]
weak solutions of elliptic equations of arbitrary order under very mild con-
ditions on coefficients. For parabolic equations, an important contribution
was made by Alessandrini and Vessella [1]. They considered weak solu-
tions of second order parabolic equations with Ho lder continuous leading
coefficients and bounded lower order coefficients.
Caffarelli and Friedman [3] were also the first to derive the Hausdorff
dimension estimates for zero sets of solutions of second order elliptic equa-
tions from the polynomial asymptotic results. Further generalizations were
obtained in [7, 11, 12, 15, 16]. In this article we will employ an analogue
of Federer’s dimension reduction principle for (anisotropic) parabolic
metrics. A similar study of parabolic dimension reduction can be found in
[7] for second order parabolic equations.
The remainder of the introduction sketches the key elements of our
analysis. The main idea is to put the problem into a framework of perturbed
operator iterations and then apply the general results in the theory of
dynamical systems.
Let u be a solution of (1.1). Then u= (x, t)=u(x0+=x, t0+=mt) satisfies
L=u=(x, t)#
u=
t
(x, t)& :
|:|m
=m&|:|a:(x0+=x, t0+=mt) D:xu= (x, t)=0.
This equation can be considered (at least formally) a perturbed problem of
the osculating equation (1.2). To assess the effect of the perturbation terms,
we use a fundamental solution 1(x, t) of the unperturbed equation (1.2):
L01(x, t)=
1
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a: (x0 , t0)
m1
x:
(x, t)=$(x, t) (x, t) # RN_R.
Denote X=W m, 1p (Q1). Define bounded operators S, T : X  X by
(Sv)(x, t) :=v(x2),
(Tv)(x, t) :=|
Q1
1(x, t)(L0v)(x& y, t&{) dy d{,
and let K :=S(1&T ). It is straightforward to see that K is a compact
operator in X (Lemma 3.4). By elementary calculus, the eigenvalues of K
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are [2&h]h0 and the eigenspace associated with 2&h consists of polyno-
mial solutions 8(x, t) of L08=0 with parabolic homogeneity of degree h
(Lemma 3.7).
Now let vj be the rescaled sequence vj :=S ju and let wj :=STv j . We then
have
vj+1=Kv j+wj . (1.3)
Our conditions on the coefficients guarantee that
&wj &X
&vj&X
=O(=&+j) as j  ,
where +>0 is a constant. In other words, vj is nearly an iterated sequence
of K and wj is an exponentially decaying perturbation as j  . Now,
borrowing some more or less standard ideas from the theory of dynamical
systems, we obtain that
v either &vj &1 jX  0 as j  ;
v or vj=K j,+o(* j), where * is an eigenvalue of K and , is an eigen-
vector associated with *.
In our applications to the PDE analysis, the first alternative corresponds
to the case of the infinite order vanishing at a zero point, while the second
case gives the scaling convergence of a solution to a polynomial.
The asymptotics of perturbed operator iterations are extensively investi-
gated in the literature of dynamical systems. To our analysis, the theories
of Lyapunov exponents and exponential dichotomy are most relevant (see
[8, 17] for basic results on infinite dimensional systems). The above rather
unexpected connection between the polynomial asymptotics problem and
the dynamical systems theory was first observed in our previous work [6]
for elliptic equations.
Bers [2] split the solution as
u=(u&Tu)+Tu (1.4)
and then managed to show that both terms, u&Tu and Tu, have the
correct polynomial asymptotics as (x, t)  (x0 , t0) provided the vanishing
order is finite. This line of arguments was analytically quite involved,
mainly because one cannot tell a priori which of the two terms u&Tu and
Tu in the splitting (1.4) is dominant in magnitude as (x, t)  (x0 , t0). Thus
both terms had to be dealt with carefully. The proofs for the cases of
singular coefficients in the later works [3, 14, 16] required even more care-
ful estimates and some computations used certain particular properties of
spherical harmonics.
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The new idea in the present article is to combine the splitting of Bers
with a scaling iteration; namely, we look at (1.3). This approach is
strikingly simpler and much more natural. The iteration (1.3) puts us in a
perturbation set-up. It is straightforward that the first term on the right
hand side of (1.3) plays the major role in the asymptotics. This modest
observation turns out to eliminate a remarkable amount of analysis and
allows us to directly apply the ideas of dynamical systems.
This paper is organized as follows: We prepare two dynamic lemmas for
perturbed operator iterations in Section 2. The main results on polynomial
local asymptotics will be presented and proved in Section 3. Section 4 is
concerned with the Hausdorff dimension estimates for zero sets of solu-
tions. The conditions on coefficients will be discussed in more detail in
Section 5. Section 6 contains remarks on the corresponding results for ellip-
tic equations.
2. PERTURBED DYNAMICS OF OPERATOR ITERATION
In this section we prepare some asymptotic results for perturbed
operator iterations in Banach spaces. Let K be a bounded linear operator
in a (complex) Banach space (X, & }&). We will study the asymptotics of
point sequences [uj] in X satisfying
&uj+1&Kuj &5j &uj & ( j0). (2.1)
Here 5j are such that
5j0 ( j0), lim
j  
5j=0. (2.2)
The discussion will be focused on the growthdecay rate and the
asymptotic direction of the sequence [uj]. In other words, we are mainly
interested in the limits of &uj &1 j and uj&uj & as j  . All results in this
section are more or less standard for dynamical systems. The precise for-
mulations here are along a line similar to that in [4, Appendix B; 6, Sect. 3;
13, Sect. 2] (which contain different applications to partial differential
equations).
Notation 2.1. Let K be a bounded linear operator in a Banach space X
and let _(K ) be the spectrum of K.
(i) Denote by G(K ) the set of all r0 such that the circle [ |z|=r]
is contained in the resolvent set of K. Then its complement
7(K ) :=[0, )"G(K )=[ |z| | z # _(K )]
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is a compact set. Roughly speaking, G(K ) represents the spectral gaps in
_(K ).
(ii) Given a sequence 5=[5j]j=0 of nonnegative numbers, let
6 (5, K ) denote the collection of all sequences u=[uj]j=0/X satisfying
(2.1). Denote by 6(5, K ) the set of all u # 6 (5, K ) such that uj{0 for any
j0.
We begin with a dichotomy lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Assume (2.2). Let K be a totally bounded set of bounded
linear operators K : X  X. Assume that there is a uniform spectral gap for
K # K:
there are 0ab such that [a, b]/G(K ) for any K # K.
For K # K, denote by PK , QK : X  X the projection operators associated with
the spectral sets _(K ) & [ |z|<a] and _(K ) & [ |z|>b], respectively.
(i) For any K # K and any sequence u=[uj]j=0 # 6(5, K ), we have
either
lim
j  
&PKu j&
&QK uj&
=, lim sup
j  
&uj &1 ja, (2.3)
or else
lim
j  
&PKu j&
&QK uj&
=0, lim inf
j  
&uj&1 jb. (2.4)
(ii) There exist j0= j0(5, a, b, K )0 and Mj=Mj (5, a, b, K )1
( j j0) with Mj A  such that if K # K and a sequence u # 6(5, K ) satisfies
&PK uj1&<Mj1 &QKuj1 & for at least one j1 j0 , then u has the second type of
asymptotics in (2.4) in Part (i).
Statement (i) represents exponential dichotomy, which is a topic exten-
sively studied in the literature of dynamical systems (see, for instance,
[8, 17] for more fundamental results). Statement (ii) is a more precise
description of the attractiveness of the closed subspace QK (X ) under
a perturbed K-iteration. Once uj1 ( j1 j0) enters the cone [&PKx&<
Mj1 &QK x&], the sequence uj (or, more accurately, uj &uj&) will approach
QK (X ) as j  . Let us point out that statement (ii) is a uniform estimate;
that is, the constants [Mj]jk0 are independent of the choice of K # K and
u # 6(5, K ). This is needed later in showing Lemma 2.3(ii), which will in
turn be used in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
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Lemma 2.2(i) is essentially [13, Theorem 2]. The statement of Lem-
ma 2.2(ii) appeared in the proof of [13, Theorem 2], although the uniform-
ness was not emphasized in [13].
Now we specialize to the case where K is compact.
Lemma 2.3. Assume (2.2) and let K be a compact linear operator. Then
the following hold:
(i) For any u=[uj]j=0 # 6 (5, K ), the limit
*(u, K ) := lim
j  
&uj&1 j
exists and is either 0 or else equal to the modulus of a nonzero eigenvalue
of K. In other words, *(u, K ) # 7(K ).
(ii) The dependence of *(u, K ) on u and K is lower semi-continuous.
More precisely, if K (i) (i1) and K are compact operators in X and u(i)=
[u (i)j ]

j=0 # 6(5, K
(i)) and u=[uj]j=0 # 6(5, K ) are point sequences in X
such that
lim
i  
&u (i)j &uj&=0 for every j0, (2.5)
lim
i  
&K (i)&K&=0, (2.6)
then
lim inf
i  
*(u(i), K (i))*(u, K ). (2.7)
(iii) If u # 6(5, K ) is such that *(u, K )=*>0, then the normalized
sequence u^j :=uj &uj& is relatively compact and its limit set consists of unit
vectors in X* , which is the direct sum of generalized eigenspaces of K of
eigenvalues on the circle [ |z|=*].
(iv) Assume that 5j=O(+ j) for some + # (0, 1). Assume further
u # 6(5, K ) with *(u, K )=*>0 and let (*0 , *) be a spectral gap, that is,
a connected component of G(K ). Then there exists a , # X* "[0] such that
&uj&K j,&=O(* j& j) as j  ,
for any 1>&>max[*0 *, +].
Proof. All statements except Part (ii) are quoted from a previous article
[6, Sect. 3] (see also [4, Appendix b]). When *(u, K )=0, statement (ii)
is trivial. Now let us prove statement (ii) assuming u # 6(5, K ) and
*(u, K )>0.
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By Part (i), *(u, K ) # 7(K ). Moreover, since K is compact, _(K )"[0]
consists of eigenvalues. In particular, *(u, K ) is an isolated point in 7(K ).
Fix arbitrarily 0<a<b<*(u, K ) such that [a, b]/G(K ). Then we have
[a, b]/G(K (i)) for sufficiently large i, say, ii0 . This is possible since the
spectra _(K (i)), as closed sets in C, converge to _(K ) in the Hausdorff
distance as i  . We now apply Lemma 2.2 to the family of operators
K :=[K (i) | ii0] _ [K]. Denote by P and Q the projections associated
with the spectral sets _(K ) & [ |z|<a] and _(K ) & [ |z|>b] for the
operator K respectively. Similarly, P(i) and Q (i) are the projections
associated with the spectral sets _(K (i)) & [ |z|<a] and _(K (i)) & [ |z|>b]
for K (i) respectively. Let j0 and Mj ( j j0) be as in Lemma 2.2. Notice that
j0 and Mj are independent of i. By Lemma 2.2(i), &Pu j&&Quj&  0 as j  .
In particular, there exists a j1 j0 such that &Puj&<Mj&Quj& for any j j1 .
Since u (i)j1  uj1 and K
(i)  K as i  , there is an i1i0 such that
&P(i)u (i)j1 &<M j1 &Q
(i)u (i)j1 &
for ii1 . Using now Lemma 2.2(ii), we must have *(u(i), K (i))b for ii1 .
By the arbitrariness of b, we obtain (2.7). K
3. SCALING LIMITS AT ZERO POINTS
In this section we present our results on the local scaling limits of solu-
tions u : 0  Cn of the system of partial differential equations near a point
(x0 , t0) # RN_R (N1)
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:
mu
x:
(x, t)=f(x, t) (x, t) # 0, (3.1)
where 0/RN_R is an open set containing (x0 , t0), :=(:1 , ..., :N) are
nonnegative multi indices. We make the following assumptions:
(A1) Parabolicity Condition. a: are n_n (constant) complex matrices
such that
det \ :
|:|=m
a: (- &1!):&z Idn+{0
for any ! # RN"[0] and z # C with Re z0.
(A2) Lp Smallness Condition. The function f : 0  Cn on the right
hand side of (3.1) is measurable and there are positive constants M, + and
=0 such that Q=0(x0 , t0)/0 and such that
&s(= ; x0 , t0) f&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)M=
+&m &s(= ; x0 , t0) u&Wpm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) (3.2)
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for any 0<==0 . In the above, s(= ; x0 , t0) is the scaling operator defined by
[s(= ; x0 , t0) f](x, t) :=f(x0+=x, t0+=mt). (3.3)
We denote by Qr(x0 , t0) the parabolic ball [(x, t) | |x&x0 |<r, |t&t0|
<rm] and Qr stands for Qr(0, 0).
Our first result is:
Theorem 3.1. Assume conditions (A1) and (A2) and let u # W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n)
be a solution of (3.1) with 1<p<. Then one of the following alternatives
holds true:
either (i) u vanishes of infinite order at (x0 , t0); that is,
=&hu(x0+=x, t0+=mt)  0 in W m, 1p; loc(R
N_R; Cn) as = a 0 (3.4)
for all h>0;
or else (ii) u has polynomial asymptotics at (x0 , t0); that is, there exists
an integer h0 such that
=&hu(x0+=x, t0+=mt)  8(x, t) in W m, 1p; loc(R
N _R; Cn) as = a 0, (3.5)
where 8(x, t)0 is a polynomial with parabolic homogeneity of degree h:
8(x, t)= :
|;|+mq=h
x;tq8;, q (3.6)
with 8;, q being constant vectors in Cn and satisfies the osculating equation
8
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:
m8
x:
(x, t)=0 (x, t) # RN_R. (3.7)
Moreover, the difference w(x, t) :=u(x0+x, t0+t)&8(x, t) is a higher
order remainder, in the sense that
=&&w(=x, =mt)  0 in W m, 1p; loc(R
N_R; Cn) as = a 0, (3.8)
for any 0<&<min[1, +], where + is as in (A2).
Condition (A2) can be relaxed if we are ready to accept weaker conclu-
sions about the asymptotics of solutions.
(A3) f is measurable and there exist a constant =0>0 and a function
’ : (0, =0]  (0, ) such that Q=0(x0 , t0)/0, ’(=)  0 as = a 0, and
&s(= ; x0 , t0) f&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)=
&m’(=) &s(= ; x0 , t0) u&W pm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) (3.9)
for any 0<==0 .
The second main result of this section is:
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Theorem 3.2. Assume conditions (A1) and (A3) and let u # W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n)
be a solution of (3.1) with 1<p< and write
%= :=&s(= ; x0 , t0) u&W pm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) .
Then one of the following alternatives holds true:
either (i) u vanishes of infinite order at (x0 , t0); that is,
=&hs(=; x0 , t0) u  0 in W m, 1p; loc(R
N_R; Cn) (3.10)
for all h>0;
or else (ii) (Subconvergence): the limit
lim
= a 0
log %=
log =
exists and is equal to a nonnegative integer h. Moreover, the normalized solu-
tion s(= ; x0 , t0) u%= is relatively compact in W m, 1p ; loc(R
N_R ; Cn) as = a 0 and
the limit set
| :={8 } there exists a sequence =k a 0 such thats(=k ; x0 , t0) u%=k  8 in W m, 1p; loc(RN_R; Cn)= (3.11)
consists of polynomial solutions of the osculating equation with parabolic
homogeneous degree h.
If we assume better regularity on f, we can also work with the Ho lder
norm instead of the Lp norm.
(A4) C$ Smallness Condition. There are positive constants M, +, =0 ,
and $ such that Q=0(x0 , t0)/0 and that
&s(= ; x0 , t0) f&C$, $m(Q1 ; Cn)M=
+&m &s(= ; x0 , t0) u&Cm+$, 1+$m(Q1; Cn) (3.12)
for any 0<==0 .
Under this setting, the counterpart of Theorem 3.1 is:
Theorem 3.3. Assume conditions (A1) and (A4) and let u : 0  Cn be a
Cm+$, 1+$mloc solution of (3.1). Then one of the following alternatives holds
true
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either (i) u vanishes of infinite order at (x0 , t0); that is,
=&hs(=; x0 , t0) u  0 in C m+$, 1+$mloc (R
N_R; Cn) as = a 0 (3.13)
for all h>0;
or else (ii) there exists an integer h0 such that
=&hs(=; x0 , t0) u  8 in C m+$, 1+$mloc (R
N_R; Cn) as = a 0, (3.14)
where 80 is a polynomial with parabolic homogeneity of degree h satis-
fying the osculating equation. Moreover,
=&&[=&hs(=; x0 , t0) u&8]  0 in C m+$, 1+$mloc (R
N_R; Cn) as = a 0,
(3.15)
for any 0<&<min[1, +], where + is as in (A4).
The remainder of this section gives the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
We will, without loss of generality, assume throughout in the remainder
of this section that
(x0 , t0)=(0, 0), Q1/0. (3.16)
The basic function space for Theorems 3.13.2 is X=W m, 1p (Q1 ; C
n). In
order to reduce to the iterative framework in Section 2, we first introduce
a compact operator K : X  X, using the homothety scaling and fundamen-
tal solutions of the osculating parabolic operator
L=

t
& :
|:|=m
a:
m
x:
.
Let 1(x, t) be a fundamental solution 1(x, t) of L; that is, L1(x, t)=
$(x, t) Idn , where Idn is the n_n identity matrix and $(x, t) is the Dirac
distribution supported at the origin of the spacetime. Then 1 is infinitely
differentiable everywhere except at the origin (see, for instance, [9] or
[10]). The operator K : X  X is defined by
K :=S&ST,
where S, T : X  X are as follows:
(Sv)(x, t) :=v(x2, t2m),
(Tv)(x, t) :=|
Q1
1(x& y, t&{)(Lv)( y, {) dy d{.
Notice that S=s(12; 0, 0) (see (3.3)).
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The next lemma provides basic estimates for operators S, T, and K.
Lemma 3.4 For any v # X,
&STv&XC &Lv&Lp(Q1 ; Cn) , (3.17)
&Kv&Cmk , k(Q1 ; Cn)C(k) &v&X k0, (3.18)
L(Kv)(x, t)=0 (x, t) # Q1 . (3.19)
In particular, the operator K : X  X is compact.
Proof. In virtue of the standard interior Lp estimate for parabolic
operators, we obtain
&Tv&W pm, 1(Q12 ; Cn)C &Lv&Lp(Q1 ; Cn) .
This, combined with a scaling S, implies (3.17).
Proof of (3.18). Choose 0<$1<$2<12 and prepare a function
 # C 0 (Q$2) such that (x, t)#1 on Q$1 . Using L1(x, t)=$(x, t) Idn , and
integrating by parts, one easily finds that for any v # X and any
(x, t) # Q12 ,
v(x, t)=|
Q1
L[(1&)1](x& y, t&{) v( y, {) dy d{
+|
Q1
(1 )(x& y, t&{)(Lv)( y, {) dy d{.
It follows that for (x, t) # Q12 ,
(v&Tv)(x, t)=|
Q1
L[(1&)1 ](x& y, t&{) v( y, {) dy d{
+|
Q1
[(&1)1 ](x& y, t&{)(Lv)( y, {) dy d{.
In the above, the integral kernels L[(1&)1 ] and (&1)1 are both
smooth everywhere. It follows readily that for any j0,
&v&Tv&Cmk, k(Q12, C n)C(k)[&v&Lp(Q1 ; C n)+&Lv&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)]
C(k) &v&X .
Scaling this, we obtain (3.18).
The compactness of K follows from (3.18) with a large enough k.
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Now we prove L(Kv)=0 on Q1 . Since 1 is a fundamental solution of L,
the identity
L |
Q1
1(x& y, t&{) f( y, {) dy d{=f(x, t) (x, t) # Q1
is valid for any f # Lp(Q1 , Cn). Letting f=Lv, we obtain L(Tv)=Lv for any
v # X. It is easy to see LS=2&mSL in X. Now we compute LK=
LS(1&T )=2&mSL(1&T )=0. K
Lemma 3.5. (i) Let 0<$<1 and * # C"[0]. If 8 # C(Q1 ; Cn) is not
identically zero and satisfies
8($x, $mt)#*8(x, t) |x|<1, (3.20)
then there is a nonnegative integer h such that *=$h and 8(x, t) is a vector-
valued polynomial with parabolic homogeneity of degree h.
(ii) Let 8(x, t) be a vector-valued polynomial with parabolic homo-
geneity degree h0. If 9 # C(Q1 ; Cn) and 0<$<1 satisfy
9($x, $mt)#$h9(x, t)+8(x, t) (x, t) # Q1 , (3.21)
then 8#0.
Proof. For proving (i), we distinguish two cases:
Case A. The vanishing order of 8 at the origin (0, 0) is infinite;
Case B. There are ; and q such that  |;|+q8(0, 0)x;tq{0.
We first deal with Case A. Iterating the scaling k times, we obtain that
for any (x, t) # Q1 ,
8(x, t)=*&k8($kx, $mkt)=*&kO($kh) for any h0, as k  .
Let h be such that $h<|*|. Taking the limit as k   in the above
inequality, we conclude 8#0, a contradiction.
Now we look at Case B. Comparing the partial derivatives of the two
sides of the given identity (3.20), we see
$ |#|+mr
 |#|+r8
x# tr
(0, 0)=*
 |#|+r8
x# tr
(0, 0)
for any # and any r. Setting #=; and r=q, we obtain *=$h with
h=|;|+mq. From this it follows that
 |#|+r8
x# tr
(0, 0)=0
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for |#|+mr{h. Define
R(x, t)=8(x, t)& :
|#|+mr=h
x#tr
#!r!
 |#|+r8
x# tr
(0, 0).
Then R(x, t) has the same parabolic homogeneity of degree h and its par-
tial derivatives of any order at the origin all vanish. Arguing as in Case A,
we see that R(x, t)#0. The proof of statement (i) is complete.
It remains to prove Part (ii). Comparing partial derivatives of the two
sides of (3.21), we have
 |#|+r9
x# tr
(0, 0)=0
for any (#, r) with |#|+mr{h. Hence,
9(x, t)=O(( |x|+|t|1m)h) as (x, t)  (0, 0). (3.22)
An iteration of (3.21) yields that for any (x, t) # Q1 ,
8(x, t)=
1
k
$&h(k&1)9($kx, $kmt)&
1
k
$h9(x, t).
Now fix arbitrarily (x, t) # Q1 and pass to the limit as k  . In view of
(3.22), the limit of the right hand side equals 0. Therefore 8#0. K
Lemma 3.6. (i) For any vector-valued polynomial solution 8(x, t) of
L8=0, there exist a vector-valued polynomial ,(x) and an integer k0
such that Ak+1,=0 and
8(x, t)= :
0 jk
t j
j !
A j,(x). (3.23)
Here A is the partial differential operator  |:|=m a:mx:.
(ii) Conversely, if ,(x) is a vector-valued polynomial, then the poly-
nomial 8(x, t) defined by (3.23) with k>deg ,m satisfies L8=0.
(iii) If 8(x, t)0 is a polynomial solution of L8=0, then 8(x, 0)0.
Proof. We prove statement (i). By the Taylor expansion, 8(x, t) can be
written
8(x, t)= :
0 jk
t j
j !
,j (x),
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where k0 is an integer and ,j (x) are polynomials. The equation L8=
8t&A,=0 is equivalent to
:
1 jk
t j&1
( j&1)!
,j (x)= :
0 jk
t j
j !
A,j (x).
Comparing the coefficients, we see ,j=A,j&1 for 1 jk and A,k=0.
This proves the statement.
Part (ii) can be verified directly. Part (iii) follows from (i). K
Recall that an eigenvalue * of K is called semisimple if Ker((*&K )2)=
Ker(*&K ). Now we give the spectral information about K.
Lemma 3.7. (i) The spectrum of K is [2&h | h=0, 1, 2, ...] _ [0].
Moreover, each 2&h(h0) is a semisimple eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
(ii) The eigenspace of K associated with 2&h consists of vector-valued
polynomials 8(x, t) with parabolic homogeneity of degree h satisfying
L8=0. This is equivalent to saying that any eigenfunction 8(x, t) associated
with 2&h can be represented as
8(x, t)= :
0 jhm
t j
j !
A j,(x), (3.24)
where A is the partial differential operator  |:|=m a:mx: and ,(x) is a
nontrivial homogeneous polynomial of degree h taking values in Cn.
Proof. Since K is a compact operator, _(K )"[0] are eigenvalues of
finite algebraic multiplicities.
If 8 is a nontrivial polynomial solution of L8=0 with parabolic homo-
geneity of degree h, then 8 is an eigenfunction of K. Indeed, the parabolic
homogeneity yields S8=2&h8. From L8=0 it follows that T8=0 and
hence K8=S8=2&h8.
Let * # C"[0] be an eigenvalue of K with an eigenfunction 8(x, t):
K8=*8. Estimate (3.18) shows that K8 is a C smooth function on Q1
and L(K8)=0 on Q1 . Thus, 8=*&1K8 is also C and L8=0 on Q1 . In
view of the definitions of T and K, we then have T8=0 and K8=S8.
In summary, we have found that
{8(x2, t2
m) =*8(x, t) on Q1 , where *{0 and 8 # X
is C  and is not identically zero on Q1 .
By Lemma 3.5, we see that *=2&h for some nonnegative integer h and 8
is a polynomial with parabolic homogeneity of degree h.
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The polynomial structure (3.24) for eigenfunctions follows from
Lemma 3.6.
Next we show that the eigenvalue 2&h is semisimple. If not, we must
have 80 and 90 such that
K8=2&h8, K9=2&h9+8. (3.25)
By (3.18), K9 is C. Putting back to (3.25), so is 9. The eigenfunction 8
has already been proved to be a polynomial with parabolic homogeneity of
degree h satisfying L8=0. By Lemma 3.4, L(K9)=0. In view of this and
(3.25), we obtain L9=0 on Q1 and hence T9=0. This implies that
K9=S9, which, combined with the second part of (3.25), yields S9=
2&h9+8. Lemma 3.5(ii) then tells us that 8#0, a contradiction. K
We are ready to give the
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By scaling and translation, we can assume,
without loss of generality, that (x0 , t0)=(0, 0) and =0=1 in (A2). Define
uk :=S ju0 for j0. Using the notation in (3.3), uj=s(2& j ; 0, 0) u for j0.
We are going to show the convergence of 2hjuj to an eigenfunction of K as
j  .
It is easy to verify that
Luj=
uj
t
& :
|:|=m
a:
mu j
x:
=2&mjS j f (x, t) # Q1 .
Assumption (A2) means that the Lp norm of the right hand side in the last
identity is controlled by the W m, 1p norm of uj . Notice that u j+1&Kuj=
Suj&S(1&T ) uj=STuj . Combined with (3.17), we get
&uj+1&Kuj&XC &Luj&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)CM2
& j+ &u j&X j0.
This allows us to apply the results in Section 2. In particular, by Lem-
ma 2.3(i) and (iv), either
lim
j  
&u j&1 jX =0, (3.26)
or else there exist a nonnegative integer h and an eigenfunction 8 of K
associated with the eigenvalue 2&h such that
lim
j  
&uj&1 jX =2
&h,
{ (3.27)uj&K j8=u j&2&hj8=O(2&hj&&j) as j  ,
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for any 0<&<min[1, +]. So the statement in Theorem 3.1 is proved for
the discrete sequence ==2& j a 0 as j  . It is easily seen that this implies
the corresponding statement for the whole continuous family s(= ; 0, 0) u as
= a 0. K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Make the same assumption that (x0 , t0)=(0, 0)
and =0=1 and let uj be the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Assump-
tion (A3) then implies that
&uj+1&Kuj&XC &Luj&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)=C &2
& jmS j f&XC’(2& j) &uj &X ,
where ’(=) is a function such that lim= a 0 ’(=)=0. Now Lemma 2.3(i) and
(iii) yield the statement in Theorem 3.2 for the discrete scaled family uj as
j  . Again from this we obtain the corresponding conclusion about the
asymptotics of the full continuous family s(= ; 0, 0) u as = a 0. K
4. HAUSDORFF DIMENSIONS OF ZERO SETS
In this section we give the results on the upper bound of Hausdorff
dimensions of zero sets of solutions.
Let 0/RN_R be a nonempty open set and let u : 0  Cn be a W m, 1p ; loc
solution of equation
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(x, t)
mu
x:
(x, t)=f(x, t) (x, t) # 0, (4.1)
with 1<p<. We assume:
(B1) The leading coefficients a:(x, t) are n_n matrix-valued con-
tinuous functions defined on 0 satisfying
det \ :|:| =m a:(x, t)(- &1 !)
:&z Idn+{0
for any ! # RN"[0], z # C with Re z0 and (x, t) # 0.
(B2) For any compact subset A of 0 there are a constant =A>0
a positive function ’A : (0, =A]  (0, ) such that Q=A(x, t)/0 for any
(x, t) # A, lim= a 0 ’A(=)=0 and
&s(= ; x, t) f&Lp(Q1 ; Cn)=
&m’A(=) &s(= ; x, t) u&Wpm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) (4.2)
for any 0<=<=A and any (x, t) # A.
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It requires some care to define the zero set of solution u in a suitable
way. Notice that for general (discontinuous) functions in W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n),
how to define the zero set is not trivial. The naive definition
[(x0 , t0) # 0 | u(x0 , t0)=0]
depends on the choice of representations of the generalized function u and
thus only makes sense up to sets with null measure. In what follows, we
will define the zero set Z1[u], based on the results in Theorem 3.2. Our
definition will be independent of the choice of representation of the W m, 1p ; loc
solution u of Eq. (3.1), even for discontinuous u.
Definition 4.1. Let u : 0  Cn be a W m, 1p ; loc solution of Eq. (3.1) with
1<p< and assume (B1) and (B2). Then we can apply Theorem 3.2 to
obtain the local asymptotic description of s(= ; x0 , t0) u at any point
(x0 , t0) # 0 (see also the later proof of Lemma 4.6).
(i) Vanishing Order. In particular, the limit
lim
= a 0
log &s(= ; x0 , t0) u&Wpm, 1(Q1 ; Cn)
log =
exists and is either  or equal to an integer h0. We call this limit the
order of solution u at (x0 , t0) and denote it by ord(u ; x0 , t0). When
ord(u ; x0 , t0)1, (x0 , t0) is said to be a zero point of u and ord(u ; x0 , t0)
is called the vanishing order of u at (x0 , t0).
(ii) Zero Set. For h # [0, 1, 2, ...] _ [], define
Zh[u] :=[(x0 , t0) # 0 | ord(u ; x0 , t0)h]. (4.3)
Then we have a filtration:
0#Z0[u]#Z1[u]#Z2[u]# } } } #Z[u].
We call Z1[u] the zero set of the solution u. Remark also that Z[u] need
not be empty, since the unique continuation theorem does not hold in
general. For every t, define
Zh[u ; t] :=[x # RN | (x, t) # Zh[u]].
They are the temporal sections of Zh [u].
Next we recall the definition of Hausdorff dimension.
Definition 4.2 (i) (Euclidean Hausdorff Dimension). For any subset
A of RN with the Euclidean metric |x&x$|, we define the Euclidean
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Hausdorff measure Hd (A) and the Euclidean Hausdorff dimension
dimH(A) in the standard manner (see [18]).
(ii) (Parabolic Hausdorff Dimension). The parabolic Hausdorff
dimension is instead defined on the spacetime RN_R with the parabolic
metric
max[ |x&x$|, |t&t$|1m].
More precisely, for a set A/RN_R, a nonnegative real number d, and
0<$, define
Pd$(A) :=inf { :

j=1
rdj } A .

j=1
Q rj (x j , tj), r j<$=
and
Pd(A) :=lim
$ a 0
Pd$(A)=sup
$>0
Pd$(A),
where Qr(x, t) is as in Assumption (A2) in the last section. It can be shown
that there exists a unique d0 such that Pd (A)=0 for all d>d0 and that
Pd (A)= for all 0d<d0 . We call this d0 the parabolic Hausdorff
dimension of A and write dimP A=d0 . Recall that dimP(A_R)=
dimH(A)+m and dimP(A_[0])=dimH(A) for any A/RN; especially,
dimP(R
N_R)=N+m.
Our main result concerning zero sets is:
Theorem 4.3. Let u : 0  Cn be a W m, 1p ; loc solution of equation (3.1) with
1<p< and assume Conditions (B1) and (B2). Then
(i) for each 0h, the set Zh[u] is a relatively closed subset
of 0;
(ii) the parabolic Hausdorff dimension of Z1[u]"Z[u] is not larger
than N+m&1;
(iii) the parabolic Hausdorff dimension of Zm[u]"Z[u] is not larger
than N+m&2;
(iv) for every t, the Euclidean Hausdorff dimension of Z1[u ; t]"
Z[u ; t] is not larger than N&1.
The statement (i) of the above theorem is not trivial, since the solution
u may not be smooth. We need some uniform control on the vanishing
order of zero points of weak solutions. Lemma 4.6, which follows from
Lemma 2.3(ii), provides such uniform control. The statements (ii)(iv) are
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the consequences of the statement (i), Theorem 3.2, and a parabolic version
of Federer’s dimension reduction principle.
Definition 4.4. Let F be a subset of W m, 1p ; loc(Q2 ; C
n) endowed with the
usual W m, 1p ; loc topology, C be the collection of all relatively closed subsets
of Q2 , and S : F  C be a map. We say that the pair (F, S) is locally
asymptotically self-similar provided the following hold:
(i) if u # F, Q=(x0 , t0)/Q1(0, 0) and *>0, then *s(= ; x0 , t0)u # F;
(ii) S[u]=< if u # F is a constant function;
(iii) S[*s(= ; x0 , t0)u]=[(x, t) # RN_R | (x0+=x, t0+=mt) # S[u]]
for any u # F, (x0 , t0) # S[u] and 0<=1;
(iv) For any u # F, (x0 , t0) # Q1(0, 0) and any sequence * j a 0 there
are subsequences [+j]/[*j] and [$j]/(0, ), a real number h and a
v # F such that
(iv.a) uj :=$js(+j ; x0 , t0) u  v;
(iv.b) *&hs(* ; 0, 0) v=v for any *>0;
(iv.c) limj   sup[dist((x, t), S[v]) | (x, t) # S[uj] & Q1]=0.
The dimension reduction principle is summarized as follows:
Proposition 4.5. If (F, S) is locally asymptotically self-similar and
there exists at least one u # F such that S[u] & Q1(0, 0){<, then
(i) there exists an integer 0d#d(F, S)N+m&1 such that for
every u # F, dimP(S[u] & Q1(0, 0))d;
(ii) there exist a u # F, a real number h, and a linear subspace E of
RN_R such that S[u]=E, dimPE=d, and *&hs(* ; y, s) u=u for any
*>0 and ( y, s) # E. Moreover, the subspace E is self-similar in the sense that
either E is a d-dimensional linear subspace of RN_[0] or else E=E$_R
with E$ being a (d&m) dimensional linear subspace of RN.
See [7, Section 8] for a result quite similar to but more abstract than the
above proposition. As a matter of fact, to avoid too heavy technicality,
we simplified the formulation in Proposition 4.5 by choosing F from
W m, 1p ; loc(Q2 ; C
n). The proof of Proposition 4.5 is omitted here, since it is
quite lengthy but almost identical to that of [7, Theorem 8.5].
Lemma 4.6. Let u(i) # W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n) solve
u(i)
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(i) (x, t)
mu(i)
x:
(x, t)=f (i)(x, t) (x, t) # 0,
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such that u(i), a:(i) , and f
(i) uniformly satisfy conditions (B1) and (B2) with
=A and ’A independent of i. Let (x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 ) # 0. Assume further that as i  ,
a (i): (x, t)  a:(x, t) in Cloc(0), u
(i)(x, t)  u(x, t) in W m, 1p; loc(0),
f (i)(x,t)  f(x, t) in Lp; loc(0), (x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 )  (x0 , t0) # 0,
and that u is a W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n) solution of (4.1) satisfying both (B1) and (B2)
with the same =A and ’A for any compact A/0. Then
ord(u ; x0 , t0)lim sup
i  
ord(u(i) ; x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 ).
Proof. Freezing the leading coefficients in the parabolic equations, we
get the following parabolic operators with constant coefficients:
Lv(x, t) :=
v
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(x0 , t0)
mv
x:
(x, t),
L(i)v(x, t) :=
v
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(i) (x
(i)
0 , t
(i)
0 )
mv
x:
(x, t).
We have
Lu=g, L(i)u(i)=g(i),
where
g(x, t)=f(x, t)+ :
|:|=m
[a:(x0 , t0)&a:(x, t)]
mu
x:
(x, t),
g(i)(x, t)=f (i)(x, t)+ :
|:|=m
[a:(i) (x
(i)
0 , t
(i)
0 )&a
:
(i) (x, t)]
mu (i)j
x:
(x, t).
Let !(=) denote the uniform continuity modulus of the coefficients; that is,
!(=) := :
|:| =m
max[&a:(x0 , t0)&a:&L(Q=(x0, t0)) ,
sup
i
&a (i): (x
(i)
0 , t
(i)
0 )&a
(i)
: &L(Q=(x0(i), t0(i)))].
Then g and g(i) can be estimated as
&s(= ; x0 , t0) g&Lp(Q1)[!(=)+’(=)] &s(= ; x0 , t0) u&Wpm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) ,
&s(= ; x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 )g
(i)&Lp(Q1)[!(=)+’(=)] &s(= ; x
(i)
0 , t
(i)
0 )u
(i)&Wpm, 1(Q1 ; Cn) ,
for any small =>0 and any i.
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We can choose fundamental solutions 1(x, t) of L and 1 (i)(x, t) of L (i)
such that 1 (i)(x, t) converges to 1(x, t) as i   in the C kloc topology for
every k0 on the set RN_R"[(0, 0)]. Let S be the doubling scaling
operator as before and let
Tv(x, t) :=|
Q1
1(x& y, t&{)(Lv)( y, {) dy d{
v # X=W m, 1p (Q1 ; C
n),
T (i)v(x, t) :=|
Q1
1 (i)(x& y, t&{)(L(i)v)( y, {) dy d{ v # X.
Then, K=S(1&T ) and K (i)=S(1&T (i)) are compact operators by
Lemma 3.4. The same argument as that in the proof of Lemma 3.4, com-
bined with the convergence 1 (i)  1, gives K (i)  K as i  .
Let uj=s(2& j ; x0 , t0) u and u (i)j =s(2
& j ; x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 ) u
(i). From the assump-
tion, u (i)j tends to uj in X as i  . Using assumption (B2) and Lemma 3.4
in a way similar that in the last section, we have
&u (i)j+1&K
(i)u (i)j &XC[!(2
& j)+’(2& j)] &u (i)j &X j0,
&uj+1&Kuj &XC[!(2& j)+’(2& j)] &uj &X j0.
Recall that both !(=) and ’(=) decay to 0 as = a 0. This setting allows us to
apply Lemma 2.3(ii) to conclude that
lim inf
i  
[ lim
j  
&u (i)j &
1 j
X ] lim
j  
&u j&1 jX .
This is equivalent to the upper semicontinuity of the order functional,
ord(u(i); x (i)0 , t
(i)
0 )ord(u; x0 , t0) for large i,
which is the desired property. K
Proof of Theorem 4.3(i). An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.6. K
Proof of Theorem 4.3(ii). Let F be the set of all W m, 1p ; loc(Q2 ; C
n) solu-
tions u0 of Eq. (4.1) in 0=Q2 such that Z[u]=< and that assump-
tions (B1) and (B2) are satisfied with fixed =A and ’A for every compact
A/Q2 . Define S : F  C by S[u] :=Z1[u]. By Theorem 4.3(i), S[u] is
relatively closed in Q2 . We can show that (F, S) is locally asymptotically
self-similar by verifying the conditions (i)(iv) in Definition 4.4. Indeed,
all three conditions (i)(iii) are trivial. Condition (iv.a) follows from
Theorem 3.2 and Condition (iv.b) is again trivial in view of the fact that
all limit functions in (3.11) are polynomials with the same parabolic
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homogeneity. Condition (iv.c) is a consequence of Lemma 4.6. From
Proposition 4.5 it then follows that
dimP(Q1 & Z1[u])N+m&1, (4.4)
for any u # F.
Now we show the statement (ii) in full generality. Let u be a
W m, 1p ; loc(0 ; C
n) solution of (4.1) and let (x0 , t0) an arbitrary point in
Z1[u]"Z[u]. Since Z[u] is relatively closed in 0 by Theorem 4.3(ii),
a sufficiently small neighborhood of (x0 , t0) does not intersect Z[u].
Combined with scaling and translation, we can reduce to the case of u # F
with F as in the first paragraph. K
Proof of Theorem 4.3(iii). As pointed out at the end of the proof of
Theorem 4.3(ii), we only need to consider F, the set of all W m, 1p ; loc(Q2 ; C
n)
solutions u0 of Eq. (4.1) in 0=Q2 such that Z[u]=< and such that
assumptions (B1) and (B2) are satisfied with fixed =A and ’A . It suffices to
show that dimP(Zm[u] & Q1)N+m&2 for any u # F.
Set S[u] :=Zm[u] for u # F. This defines a correspondence S : F  C,
since Zm[u] is relatively closed in Q2 for any u # F. Arguing as in the
proof of Theorem 4.3(ii), we can deduce the local asymptotic self-similarity
of the pair (F, S) from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.6.
Let d=d(F, S) be the integer in Proposition 4.5. We know from Propo-
sition 4.5(i) that dN+m&1. We need, however, to prove a stronger
conclusion, that dN+m&2. Assuming the contrary, d=N+m&1, we
shall derive a contradiction. By Proposition 4.5(ii), there are a u # F, an
h # R, and a self-similar linear subspace E of RN_R satisfying dimP(E )=
N+m&1, Zm[u]=E, and
*&hs(*; x, t) u=u *>0, (x, t) # E. (4.5)
In particular, u(*x, *mt)#*hu(x, t) for any (x, t) # Q1 . In view of this
and Theorem 3.2, u is in fact a polynomial solution of
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:(0, 0)
mu
x:
(x, t)=0 (4.6)
and h=ord(u ; 0, 0) is a nonnegative integer. From (0, 0) # E=Zm[u] it
follows that hm. Since the linear subspace E is self-similar, we have
either Case 1. E=E$_[0] and dimH E $=N+m&1. In this case, we
in fact must have m=1 and E$=RN;
or else Case 2. E=E$_R with E$ being a linear subspace of RN and
dimH E$=N&1.
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Case 1 is impossible, by Lemma 3.6(iii).
Now we consider Case 2. From (4.5), we find that u is independent of
t and moreover it depends on x only through the variable # } x, where
# # RN is a unit vector perpendicular to the hyperplane E$. In other words,
u(x, t)#U(# } x). The function U : R  Rn satisfies U(*{)=*h U({) for any
*>0 and { # R. Hence, the polynomial u(x, t) is identical to (# } x)hU(1).
Substituting this into Eq. (4.6), we find that
h!
(h&m)!
(# } x)h&m :
|:|=m
a:(0, 0) #:U(1)#0.
By assumption (B1), we must have U(1)=0, which means u#0, contradic-
ting our definition of F. K
Proof of Theorem 4.3(iv). Let F be the same as in the proofs of Parts
(ii) and (iii) and let S : F  C be the temporal section of zero set:
S[u] :=[(x, t) # Q2 | u(x, t)=0, t=0]=Z1[u ; 0]_[0].
We can again verify the local asymptotic self-similarity of (F, S) by using
Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.6. From the dimension reduction Proposi-
tion 4.5 it readily follows that
dimH(Z1[u] & B1(0)]=dimP(S[u] & Q1)N&1
for any u # F.
Combining this with appropriate scaling and translation, we obtain the
general statement (iv) of Theorem 4.3. K
5. REMARKS ON PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
The results in Sections 3 and 4 are applicable to parabolic systems of the
form
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|m
b:(x, t)
 |:|u
x:
(x, t)=0 (x, t) # 0, (5.1)
where 0 is an open set in RN_R and b:(x, t) are n_n matrix-valued
measurable functions defined on 0.
In order to study the local asymptotics at (x0 , t0) # 0, we rewrite the
above equation (5.1) as
u
t
(x, t)& :
|:|=m
a:
mu
x:
(x, t)=f(x, t) (x, t) # 0, (5.2)
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where
a:=b:(x0 , t0),
f(x, t)= :
|:|=m
[b:(x, t)&b:(x0 , t0)]
mu
x:
(x, t)+ :
|:|<m
b:(x, t)
 |:|u
x:
(x, t).
Then one verifies the assumptions (A1)(A4) for this f. This leads to the
following sufficient conditions.
Remark 5.1. Theorem 3.1 holds for Eq. (5.1) at (x0 , t0), provided con-
ditions (C1)(C4) are satisfied:
(C1) det( |:|=m b:(x0 , t0)(- &1!):&z Idn){0 for any ! # RN"[0]
and z # C with Re z0;
(C2) There is a _>0 such that for |:|=m,
|b:(x, t)&b:(x0 , t0)|=O( |x&x0 | _+|t&t0 |_m)
as (x, t)  (x0 , t0);
(C3) For |:|<m, b: are locally Lp: integrable with p:>(N+m)
(m&|:| );
(C4) u is a W m, 1p ; loc solution of Eq. (5.1) in 0 with
1<p< min
m&N<|:|<m
p: , p min
|:|m&N
p: .
Indeed, by using the Ho lder and Sobolev inequalities, Condition (A2) can
be verified with the constant + chosen as
+=min {_, min|:|<m \m&|:|&
N+m
p: += .
Remark 5.2. Similarly, Theorem 3.2 holds for Eq. (5.1) under the con-
ditions (C1), (C3), (C4), and with (C2) relaxed as follows:
(C5) For |:|=m, b:(x, t)  b:(x0 , t0) as (x, t)  (x0 , t0).
Remark 5.3. Theorem 3.3 holds for classical solutions of (5.1) if all the
coefficients b:(x, t) ( |:|m) are locally Ho lder continuous.
Remark 5.4. Theorem 4.3 holds for Eq. (5.1) provided that Condition
(C1) is satisfied at any (x0 , t0) # 0, (C3) and (C4) remain the same, and
(C2) is replaced by
(C6) For |:|=m, b: are continuous in 0.
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6. REMARKS ON ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
In this section we discuss elliptic equations
:
|:|=m
a:
mu
x:
(x)=f(x) x # G, (6.1)
where G is an open set in RN (N2) containing x0 , a: are n_n matrices,
and f(x) is a measurable vector function. This can be considered a time-
independent version of (3.1) and our arguments in Sections 3 and 4 apply
to elliptic equations as well. For the reader’s convenience, we shall give in
this section the corresponding results for elliptic equations without repeating
proofs. Our earlier work [6] contained very similar results with slightly
different formulations.
More precisely, consider the following assumptions on the coefficients:
(D1) For |:|=m, a: are n_n complex matrices such that
det \ :
|:|=m
a:!:+{0
for any ! # RN"[0].
(D2) The function f is measurable in G and there are positive con-
stants M, +, and =0 such that B=(x0)/G, and that
&s(= ; x0) f&Lp(B1 ; Cn)M=
+&m &s(= ; x0) u&W pm(B1 ; Cn)
for all 0<==0 . Here [s(= ; x0) f](x) :=f(x0+=x).
(D3) The function f is measurable in G and there are a positive con-
stant =0 and a function ’ : (0, =0]  (0, ) such that B=(x0)/G, ’(=)  0 as
= a 0, and
&s(= ; x0) f&Lp(B1; Cn)=
&m’(=) &s(= ; x0) u&W pm(B1 ; Cn)
for all 0<==0 .
Remark 6.1. Let u satisfy (6.1) and assume (D1) and (D2). Then either
(i) =&hs(= ; x0) u  0 as = a 0 in W mp ; loc(R
N ; Cn) for all h>0; or else (ii) there
exists an integer h0 such that
=&&[=&hs(=; x0) u&8]  0 in W mp; loc(R
N; Cn) as = a 0
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for any 0<&<min[1, +], where 8(x) is a nontrivial homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree h satisfying the osculating equation
:
|:|=m
a:
m8
x:
(x)=0 x # RN. (6.2)
Remark 6.2. Let u satisfy (6.1) and assume (D1) and (D3) and write
%= :=&s(= ; x0) u&W pm(B1; Cn) .
Then either (i) =&hs(= ; x0) u  0 as = a 0 in W mp ; loc(R
N ; Cn) for all h>0, or
else (ii) there exists an integer h0 such that
lim
= a 0
log %=
log =
=h.
Moreover, in the case of (ii), the normalized solution s(= ; x0) u%= is
relatively compact in the topology of W mp ; loc(R
N ; Cn) as = a 0 and the limit
set
| :={8 # W mp ; loc(RN ; Cn) } there exists a sequence =k a 0 such thats(=k ; x0) u%=k  8 in W mp; loc(RN; Cn) =
consists of homogeneous polynomial solutions of degree h of the osculating
equation (6.2).
Next consider
:
|:|=m
a:(x)
mu
x:
(x)=f(x) x # G. (6.3)
Assume the conditions:
(D4) For |:|=m, a:(x) are continuous n_n complex matrix func-
tions and det(a:(x)!:){0 for any ! # RN"[0] and any x # G.
(D5) For any compact subset A of G, there are a constant =A>0 and
’A : (0, =A]  (0, ) such that B=A(x)/G for any x # G, that ’(=)  0 as
= a 0, and that
&s(= ; x) f&Lp(B1 ; Cn)=
&m’A(=) &s(= ; x) u&W pm(B1; Cn)
for any 0<==A and x # A.
Remark 6.3. Let u satisfy (6.3) and assume (D4) and (D5). Then the
Euclidean Hausdorff dimension of Z1[u]"Z[u] does not exceed N&1
and that of Zm[u]"Z[u] does not exceed N&2.
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